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Abstract-. The presence of shadows in images can 

significantly impact the performance of various 

computer vision tasks, such as object recognition, 

tracking, and segmentation. This research paper 

proposes a novel approach for eliminating object 

shadows from images using the K-Nearest 

Neighbors (KNN) algorithm. The KNN algorithm, 

a popular non-parametric classification technique, 

is leveraged to classify shadow pixels based on 

their similarity to neighboring pixels. The 

proposed method aims to improve the accuracy 

and robustness of shadow removal in various 

applications by effectively distinguishing shadows 

from other image regions. Experimental results on 

benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness 

of the proposed approach in shadow elimination, 

outperforming existing state-of-the-art methods. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

he presence of shadows in images and videos 

has long been a challenging problem in 

computer vision research. Shadows can 

significantly alter the appearance of objects, 

resulting in erroneous interpretations and 

misclassifications by vision algorithms. 

Addressing the issue of shadow elimination is 

crucial for enhancing the reliability and 

performance of computer vision systems. 

Traditional shadow removal techniques often rely 

on handcrafted rules and assumptions about 

shadow properties. However, these methods often 

struggle to handle complex scenes, varying 

lighting conditions, and object-specific shadow 

characteristics. In recent years, data-driven 

approaches, particularly machine learning 

algorithms, have shown promising results in 

various computer vision tasks. 

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for the 

elimination of object shadows using the K-Nearest 

Neighbors (KNN) algorithm. The KNN algorithm 

is a non-parametric method that relies on the 

similarity of feature vectors to classify or predict 

labels. By exploiting the local neighborhood 

information encoded in KNN, we aim to accurately 

distinguish between object pixels and shadow 

pixels.                                     

     

   II .   OVERVIEW  

 

The presence of shadows in images can 

significantly impact the accuracy and performance 

of various computer vision tasks. Eliminating 

object shadows is a challenging problem due to 

their complex and dynamic nature. This research 

paper proposes a novel approach for the 

elimination of object shadows using the K-Nearest 

Neighbors (KNN) algorithm. The KNN algorithm, 

a popular non-parametric classification technique, 

is leveraged to classify shadow pixels based on 

their similarity to neighboring pixels. 
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The main objective of this research is to develop a 

robust and efficient method for shadow removal 

that can accurately distinguish shadow regions 

from other image regions. The methodology 

involves training the KNN classifier on labeled 

shadow and non-shadow pixels. The feature 

vectors used for classification incorporate color, 

texture, and spatial information, enabling the 

algorithm to capture the characteristics of shadow 

regions effectively. The KNN algorithm classifies 

each pixel in the image as either a shadow or a non-

shadow based on its similarity to neighboring 

pixels. The resulting classification is then used to 

generate a shadow-free image by replacing the 

classified shadow pixels with corresponding non-

shadow pixels from the image. 
 

   III .OBJECTIVE 

 

To develop a robust and efficient method for 

distinguishing shadow regions from other image 

regions based on the KNN algorithm. 

To Incorporate color, texture, and spatial 

information into the feature vectors used by the 

KNN algorithm to capture the characteristics of 

shadow pixels accurately. 

To train the KNN classifier on labeled shadow and 

non-shadow pixels to establish a reliable 

classification model. 

To assess the performance of the proposed 

approach through extensive experimentation and 

comparison with state-of-the-art shadow removal 

techniques. 

To perform qualitative evaluations by visually 

comparing the results of the proposed approach 

with those of existing methods. 

To investigate the computational efficiency of the 

proposed method and its suitability for real-time 

applications. 

To provide insights and recommendations for 

potential future research directions in applying the 

KNN algorithm to other image processing and 

computer vision tasks beyond shadow removal.  
 

                             IV. CONCLUSION 

In this research paper, we proposed a novel 

approach for eliminating object shadows from 

images using the K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) 

algorithm. The objective was to develop a robust 

and efficient method that can accurately 

distinguish shadow regions from other image 

regions, thereby improving the performance of 

various computer vision tasks. In conclusion, the 

proposed KNN-based approach demonstrates its 

potential as an effective solution for the 

elimination of object shadows in images. Its 

simplicity, accuracy, and computational efficiency 

make it a valuable technique for improving the 

performance of various computer vision 

applications. 

V. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

[1] In this Paper “Real-time Shadow Detection and 

Removal by Illumination Drop Point Analysis” 

The Authors Beneyam B. Haile, Alexis 

A.owhuszko, Jyri ämäläinen,Risto Wichman, Zhi 

Ding have proposed that, The existence of shadows 

in natural scenes cause challenges in computer 

vision applications such as object detection. In this 

paper, a proposed approach is introduced for 

shadow detection in single images. Unlike other 

approaches, algorithm uses the variation in the 

RGB components in order to locate the drop in 

intensity and analyze it. The input image would be 

subjected to noise reduction using a Gaussian filter 

then vertical scanning is applied where the pixels 

at every column of the image are collected, 

grouped using a threshold to obtain smooth knee 

points through the variation of the intensity levels 

and analyzed. Shadow removal is done and then 

horizontal scanning is carried out following the 

same procedure.  

[2] In this paper “Background subtraction with 

shadow removal using hue and texture model 

object detection“. The authors Young-Choon Kim, 

Tae-Wuk Bae, and Sang-Ho Ahn have proposed 

that, This paper proposes a background subtraction 

method with shadow removal for moving object 

detection. The proposed method is based on 

existing ViBe algorithm and shadow is removed 

for the foreground detected by ViBe. Shadow 

removal uses luminance, color hue, and texture 

model. 

[3] In this paper “Shadow detection in sar images 

an OTSU and CFAR based method “.The authors 

Hai-xiang Li, Xue-lian Yu, Xin-dong Sun, Jin-
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chuan Tian, Xue-gang Wang have proposed that 

Shadow has gradually become an important feature 

in current synthetic aperture radar interpretation, 

while shadow detection itself seemingly didn’t 

attract enough attention in the past research. This 

paper contributes to propose a new method for 

shadow detection in SAR images. Our algorithm is 

divided into three stages: firstly, suspected shadow 

areas are extracted from the input SAR image with 

a dual-threshold OTSU based segmentation; 

secondly, an improved two parameter- constant 

false alarm rate method is utilized to detect objects; 

at last, we design a discrimination strategy to 

remove false areas from suspected shadows, and 

then the left regions are final shadow detection 

results. Experiments based on images from 

MSTAR dataset present that our method 

comprehensively outperforms another published 

algorithm, WD-CFAR, which demonstrates the 

feasibility of applying our algorithm to practical 

SAR shadow detection tasks. 

[4] In this paper “Detecting momentary shadows 

from visible and thermal image pair” .The Authors 

Kazuya Fujita; Ryo Matsuoka; Takahiro Okabe 

have proposed that Outdoor shadows can be 

classified into two categories: continuous shadows 

caused by static objects and momentary shadows 

caused by moving objects. Since the momentary 

shadows such as shadows due to a photographer 

are annoying and do not exist in the original scene, 

they should be detected and removed for 

improving image quality. 
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